GPS GARMIN
NUVI’s and
JAKKALS JAG
I decided to do this article because a
lot of people who own Garmin Nuvi
models don’t know that just about all of them have a track back
feature, some people seem to think that because they have a
city slicker model with roads in the city, that when they go off
road they can no longer use their model in the bush ……. NOT

TRUE!
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9% of all Garmin Nuvi models have a track back feature with
BREAD CRUMBS. If they don’t show a dotted line …. On how
to go back the same way you went in the bush don’t stress as
most show a blue line, but most have such a feature.

Take your Garmin, to activate the track back do this that follows and
enjoy your machine off road.
Go to TOOLS, then go down to SETTINGS, then go down to MAP,
then it will say TRIP LOG, this is the bread crumb line to show you
your travelling line, click it, it will say hide or show, click SHOW, then
go back click TOOLS and go down to MY DATA, click it - it will say
CLEAR TRIP LOG, this will clear your map of all travelled paths, and
you can start fresh. Just make sure your TRIP LOG is enabled.
Now you are ready to move on the farm and save all your spots.
Simply touch the car on the screen at a point you wish to save a
spot, it will then say SAVE LOCATION, click on it, then give it a
name, SPOT 1 or HOME or whatever, or DEAD JACKAL or whatever
so you can find it again, and click DONE to save it. If you are
travelling and want to go to a spot you marked go to WHERE TO?
and click it, go to FAVOURITES and click on the spot you want to go
to next etc etc…. very simple. The lady will tell you exactly how to go
back to all spots you want to get back to… dead simple.

When you save a location it will show you’re the location also as
South 1234 and East…678 or whatever, and you can give that to
other people and they will find that exact spot on their own with a
GPS if you want to tell somebody about a spot or whatever. On a two
way radio if you are broken down he will be able to find you etc.
I was at a local huge outlet selling GPS units, I asked the salesman
the new Garmin 2495 LTM model does it have breadcrumbs he said
to me, NONE of the Garmin’s have breadcrumbs……….. Go
figure…. Amazing even salesmen don’t know what they are selling!
The unit will leave a flag at each spot you mark off, what I do on a
new farm is when I am at the farm, I clear my memory and then mark
the farmhouse spot, then I drive and mark all the spots I will stand at
to hunt etc, and this helps me to not get lost at night and I can find
any spot I marked easily, because at night on a new farm you can
get very lost, it has happened to me many times.
So, if you never knew before that your GPS can help you, now you
do.
Enjoy!
I use a Garmin 1200 Nuvi in my Hilux and when I bought it the
salesman never even knew it had such a feature, he said to me its
only good for city roads, it wont work in the bush…… sure! Amazing
that I use it nearly every weekend and never get lost!

